
15 ha Margaux 

III
ème

 Grand Cru Classé

20% argilo-calcaire

40% argilo-graveleux

40% silico-graveleux

10 000 pieds/ha  

Âge moyen 35 ans

marquis d’alesme

Depuis 1585

2022
EN PRIMEUREN PRIMEUR

VENDANGES

100% manuelles

15 septembre – 4 octobre 2022

RENDEMENT

6 à 8 grappes/pied

ENCÉPAGEMENT

63% Cabernet Sauvignon

30% Merlot

5% Petit Verdot

2% Cabernet Franc

VINIFICATION

Cuves tronconiques bois, inox, béton 

thermorégulées  80 hl

ÉLEVAGE

60% de barriques neuves, chêne français  

Mise en bouteille envisagée : septembre 2024

DEGRÉ D’ALCOOL

≈ 14.5 %

PH 

≈ 3.60

Une pépite sous les 

radars

Une quête d’excellence

Un lieu d’exception

Une double culture

A kind of magic où le 

temps s’arrête

       chateaumarquisdalesme

www.marquisdalesme.wine

7 rue de la Trémoille 

33460 Margaux - France

contact@marquis.wine

+33 5 57 81 13 20



2022
EN PRIMEUR

NOTES DE PRESSE
PRESS RATINGS

94-96+/100
Lisa Perrotti-Brown

Deep garnet-purple in color, it is a little closed to 

begin, requiring some coaxing to bring out fragrant 

scents of warm cassis, kirsch, and violets, leading to 

an undercurrent of fertile loam and cinnamon stick. 

The fruit on the medium-bodied palate is very bright 

and shiny, delivering compelling freshness along with 

fine-grained tannins, leading to a long and perfumed 

finish on this beautiful wine.

93-94/100

Jeff Leve

94-96/100
Deep in color, with just a bit of swirling you find 

flowers, mint-leaves, black currants, plums, and cherry 

aromatics. On the palate, the wine is silky, creamy, and 

fresh. The fruits are sweet, energetic, and long. There 

is purity in the berries, length and elegance. The 

fruit produces an impact on the palate that lingers, 

building in intensity in the finish. The end notes get 

even better as you find a touch of peppery spice, mint, 

and chocolate-covered plums.

94-96/100 Colin Hay

93-95/100

Glass-staining purple gives vibrancy and sets the tone 

for the stunning depths and character of the wine. 

This has so much texture, with rippling powerful cassis 

and blueberry fruit, slate and pummice stone, grips on 

through the palate, and like the best 2022s manages to 

be extremely ripe without being overly sweet, with a 

build up of tannins that gives structure without being 

drying. As it opens you get pulses of pummice stone 

minerality, and floral aromatics.

95/100

95/100
Georgie Hindle

Really quite expressive on the nose, rich blackcurrants, 

bramble fruits, perfumed violets and irises. Lovely 

supple texture, smooth and grippy, holds interest from 

the first sip, concentrated and intense, this has a great 

fully fruit forward aspect with ripe tannins that fill 

the mouth, chewy, lively, bright and fun. So fresh and 

friendly, I love this expression, more structured and 

serious - you can feel the depth and weight and 

sophistication, the Cabernet shines and I love the 

soft, salty dark chocolate and flint touches too. Sweet, 

sharp, great acidity, layered and forward. Long and 

still a bit lean which gives focus on the finish. Will be 

delicious and great to enjoy when ready.

94-95/100
Olivier Poels

Il est impressionnant par l’ampleur de sa structure, sa 

richesse et l’équilibre final. Le fruit est explosif, très 

gourmand et la finale, sapide et tendue, exprime des 

tanins délicats. Une admirable bouteille.

92-94/100
The 2022 Château Marquis D’Alesme boasts a deep 

purple hue as well as brilliant aromatics of red and 

black fruits, smoked tobacco, chocolate, and wood 

smoke. Medium to full-bodied and nicely balanced, 

with plenty of mid-palate depth, it shows the ripe, 

sexy, opulent style of the vintage and will offer 

ample pleasure in its youth yet still age gracefully.




